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In chapter four of Shrink, Tim Suttle wonders if the way we think about church is based more on models 

oriented toward growth and conversion than about a more comprehensive understanding of what the 

Gospel is all about.  

“The church’s job is not to grow and thrive. The church’s job is not even to survive. 

The church’s job is to die for the life of the world — to literally spend itself, pour itself 

out in service to the world. In the words of Jürgen Moltmann, ‘The real point is not to 

spread the church but to spread the kingdom.’” 77 

Suttle recalls that the Greek word from which we derive “church” – ekklesia – literally translates as 

“assembly”, referring to a body of leaders who had as their task the preservation of their cultural values, 

ensuring that they were staying true to their identity. It did not refer to a cultic center. Paul also used 

the metaphor of the body referring to the church, again different from our more narrow definition of a 

particular congregation meeting in a building in a community. 

 “The word in the New Testament that we call church wasn’t referring to a building, 

congregation, or institution. It was a visible body, a community of believers in Jesus 

Christ, whom they called Lord, and whose mission it was to be a living witness to the 

lordship of Jesus. They were devoted to the gospel, the good news, that Jesus was 

Israel’s Messiah and the world’s true Lord. The church is a visible assembly that 

expresses the lordship of Jesus Christ in their common life. As they do so, they become 

icons — images — of Christ in the world.” 79 

Christian Smith, in his book, The Scandal of the Evangelical Conscience, suggests that Christians are 

much more like the surrounding culture than we may want to admit. While we are wearing our Christian 

T-shirts, listening to our Christian Top 40, and refreshing our breath with Testamints, our actual lives 

aren’t significantly differentiated from the rest of culture. Yet we feel Christian somehow. Suttle 

wonders if this indicates that we have adopted a different understanding of what it means to be the 

Church. Perhaps our assembly has been loyal to the wrong values? Maybe we’ve been so focused on 

Evangelicalism’s emphasis on conversions that we’ve missed the true meaning of salvation itself. He 

sees a sharp contrast between the writing of John Piper and Timothy Keller versus N. T. Wright and Scott 

McKnight. Suttle believes the following expresses what the Church should look like: 

“And if we participate in this breathing, an amazing thing happens in a church. The 

Bible calls it redemption. When redemption happens, each person begins to relate to 

God’s creation the way God planned it from the beginning. Redemption happens in 

the way we relate to God, the self, other people, and to all creation. Little by little we 

are being transformed (i.e., switching narratives from the narratives of individualism, 

nationalism, and consumerism to the narrative of the Story of God) and redemption 

advances on creation. The Scriptures tell us that as the just begin to live by faith, the 

gates of hell cannot stand against the coming kingdom of God. In other words, in the 

end, love wins . . . because God is love.” 82 



Referring to the Norse colonies that died off because they would not fish, Suttle raises the following 

questions: 

Could it be that this is what is happening with contemporary evangelicalism? Could it be our tribe is 

clinging to a set of cultural practices and values that will one day ensure our own extinction? Could North 

American evangelicalism be undone by the same social glue that held it together for centuries? If 

archeologists sifted through your church, what would they say about the primary values your church held 

dear?  

In chapter five, Suttle posits that we should be more focused on stories over strategies. What do you 

think Suttle is getting at here? He’s not completely disregarding strategy; rather, he seems to be keeping 

strategy in perspective as a tool and not the goal. What does it mean to play out our role in the 

unfolding narrative of God’s bigger story in which we are a part?  He reminds us of the memoirs of 

Andre Agassi, Nehemiah, and Eugene Peterson, all of which encourage us to examine ourselves and the 

story that guides our lives. Suttle suggests that tying into God’s story has always been our purpose, but 

that we have been distracted by the lesser story of “bigger is better.” 

Questions: Is there a tension between strategy and narrative? What do you think Suttle is getting at?  

In chapter 6, Suttle focuses on the tension between being “technique driven” versus “virtue based”. 

 “When faced with a challenge, leaders can reach into their bag of tricks, find a 

suitable technique, and control the outcomes, right? The problem is that the kingdom 

of God is not that kind of a venture. We are not in control of outcomes. When we 

attempt to control the outcomes, we actually co-opt the mission of God” (110). 

“When we attempt to force a constant upward motion, we are fighting against 

nature. Ministry life has its ups and downs, and we usually cannot tell at any given 

time whether God has us all in an upturn or downturn, especially when it comes to 

the macro level and the church universal. We cannot control outcomes in God’s 

kingdom. It’s simply arrogant and above our pay grade” (111). 

Suttle asserts that out of the church growth movement leaders justified practically anything that would 

keep things moving up and to the right. Further, like the subjects in Ariely’s puzzle test, most of the 

problems have come from those who make a thousand small compromises, not on just large ones of 

heresy. What might some of those compromises be?  

It’s easy to rationalize the use of pragmatic, results-driven leadership techniques. The 

truth is that leadership techniques can produce a certain kind of result, mostly 

numerical growth. But the gospel isn’t about reaching numbers; the gospel is about 

participating in God’s redemption of the cosmos, and most church leaders would 

agree — today’s church growth strategies are not producing fully committed 

followers of Christ. They are making church fans. Church growth techniques tend to 

produce people who attend church because they can hear a comforting message, 

check off the religion box, contribute just a little bit financially, and leave feeling good 

about themselves without ever having to change the basic disposition of their lives — 

and everybody’s happy. 113 



The use of techniques in ministry has even changed the nature of how we define the 

word pastor. Pastors are no longer content to pray, study, preach, and shepherd a 

small congregation for the rest of their lives. Pastors now must be technically 

proficient leaders who design programs, cast vision, recruit and train leaders, and 

engineer an organization capable of growth no matter the external environment or 

the will of God. They’ve change the definition of what it means to be a pastor and 

have adapted it to our culture of bigger, better, higher, faster, stronger… If the 

language of contemporary church leadership is success, then the grammar of the 

technically proficient church leader is the technique. 115 

For the Greeks the concept of virtue (aretē) referred to that which caused a thing to 

perform its intended function well. The virtue of an eye was in seeing. The virtue of a 

knife was cutting. A human virtue is anything that helps a human being become fully 

human as God intended humans to be. 118 

Notables about Virtues: 

• Virtues are imbedded in communities and cultures (e.g., Anabaptists)  

• Virtues are caught, not taught (e.g., stolen pencils)  

• Virtues are not possessions, they are practices (e.g., not whistling)  

• There are no shortcuts to virtue (e.g., son’s spelling with dyslexia)  

• Virtues are nurtured and sustained by a common story (e.g., Dirk Willems)  

• When it comes to virtue, failure is as important as success (e.g., apologizing to our kids)  

• The process of developing and practicing virtues is open ended (e.g., lifelong pursuit)  

• Virtue is its own reward (e.g., Mrs. Evans’ teaching technique)  

 
Questions.  I personally know most of you who are reading this chapter review and discussion guide, and 
I know that some of what Suttle is saying just might be ticking you off, or inspiring you, or perhaps you 
find him irrelevant.  I would like you to spend some time discussing with each other how this book is 
messing with you, or perhaps affirming you, or why you hate or love it.  The purpose of engaging this 
book is to help us clarify why we are doing what we are doing, not to push us to “do” in a particular way.  
So, as you have been reading this book (or at least this review), what is messing with you? 


